ABSTRACT Version issues are becoming more and more prominent with the continuous development of software. Bug localization for version issues is time-consuming and labor-intensive. Although some bug localization techniques, such as those based on information retrieval (IR), have been proposed, they cannot handle these bugs very well as the version-related bugs have their own defect patterns. However, few existing works have focused on revealing these defect patterns and utilizing them for localization of bugs. To fill this gap, we propose a new approach by leveraging the version-related defect patterns to localize the version-related issues integrated with the IR technique. First, we extract version-related bugs from bug repositories and build a version-related bug repository. Given a new version-related bug report, we identify the defect patterns of corresponding similar historical bug reports from the version-related bug repository. Then, we combine these defect patterns with the IR technique to rank the candidate code snippets as suspicious code for developers to fix. The evaluation demonstrates that our approach is more effective to identify the faulty code related to version issues than the existing IR-based bug localization technique.
I. INTRODUCTION
At present, lots of software are developed using thirdparty software, third-party libraries or third-party APIs [42] . These software using old versions of third-party software are prone to inducing various version issues 1 [31] . Version issues refer to version inconsistency in a software system, including inconsistencies between versions of configurations, incompatibility of versions, dependencies of versions, version restrictions, etc. Therefore, version issues are becoming more and more prominent with the continuous evolution of software.
To identify the cause or locations of bugs or issues, there are some bug localization techniques that can be used to identify the candidate suspicious source code [3] , [24] , [35] , [36] , [39] , [40] . Among these techniques, information
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Haider Abbas. 1 Version issues are different from build errors which occur during the building process in which developers use compilers, linkers, build files and scripts to assemble their code into executable units. Version issues are just one type of build errors [32] - [34] retrieval (IR) techniques [1] , [2] , [4] , [5] , [20] , [29] are widely used to search text fields in the historical bug repository and source code files of software system, which we call them IR-based bug localization techniques [5] - [7] , [28] , [38] . These IR-based bug localization techniques analyze the texts described in bug reports, and then calculate the text similarity results between source files and bug reports in the historical bug repository, and finally rank and recommend suspicious source files to developers for manually checking. However, when using existing IR-based bug localization techniques for version issues, there may be some threats as follows.
• Existing IR-based bug localization techniques mainly localize bugs by analyzing the textual information from structural and functional perspectives [26] , [27] , [30] in bug repositories. These bug repositories usually include a few of version-related bug reports [3] , [35] , and the accuracy in localizing version-related bugs will be low when analyzing all the bug repositories.
• Version issues have their own defect patterns in the source code. For example, the version issues may appear in the code with version number, or with ''version'', ''config'' or ''depend'', etc. In this paper, we propose a new approach for localization of version-related issues that leverages version-related defect patterns based on the information retrieval technology.
In detail, we first analyze bug repositories [37] to extract version-related bugs and build a version-related bug repository. Then, we calculate the similarity values between the new bug report and its similar historical bug reports that belong to the same product in the version-related repository, and obtain the defect patterns of the similar bugs. Finally, we match the code snippets in the target software with the defect patterns extracted from the relevant version-related bug reports, and recommend the top-N ranked code snippets as relevant suspicious code. We performed an empirical evaluation on 50 version-related bugs. The results demonstrate that our approach can more accurately identify the locations of the version issues over the IR-based bug localization technique.
The contributions of our work are as follows:
• The paper proposes an effective IR-based bug localization technique for version issues considering the defect patterns.
• We evaluate our approach on 50 version-related bugs, and the empirical results show that our approach improves the accuracy compared to the traditional IR-based bug localization approach. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We introduce the background of this work in Section II. In Section III, we present our approach. In Section IV, we show our experimental design and experimental results. In Section V, we discuss threats to validity. In Section VI, we discuss the related work. We finally conclude and discuss future work in Section VII.
II. BACKGROUND A. VERSION ISSUES AND DEFECT PATTERNS
The system update or upgrade fails when versions are inconsistent between configurations or components in a software system. In our work, version issue refers to version inconsistency, including inconsistencies between versions of configurations, incompatibility of versions, dependencies of versions, version restrictions, adding or updating version numbers, increasing minimum version, deleting version parameters and so on. The bug reports belonging to the above description refer to version-related bugs. For example, in Bugzilla, the summary of bug 1272049, i.e., ''Update VirtulBox and Vagrant version requirements in installation.rst'', shows that this bug belongs to inconsistencies between versions of configurations. The summary of 616923, i.e., ''Jetpack SDK not version compatible with Fennec'' shows that this bug belongs to incompatibility of versions. The description of bug 1056037, i.e., ''we want to release mozmill 2.1 and we'll need to update the following packages and their dependencies...'' shows that this bug belongs to dependencies of versions.
We observed 500 version-related bugs and found that lots of version-related bugs were fixed with four defect patterns. They are as follows:
1) Modify the version number; 2) Modify the code with ''config''; 3) Modify the code with ''version''; and 4) Modify the code with ''depend''. For further explanation, Figure 1 shows examples of these defect patterns respectively. For example, in Figure 1(a) , the code ''blobuploader==1.2.1'' was changed to ''blobuploader==1.2.2'' that modifies the version number. In Figure 1(b) , the code was modified with ''version''. In Figure 1 (c), the code was modified with ''config''. In Figure 1(d) , the code was modified with ''depend''. Based on these discovery, we can use these defect patterns to support version-related bug localization.
B. BUG LOCALIZATION BASED ON INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
Users may submit similar bug reports to bug repositories. For example, TABLE 1 shows two similar bug reports: Bug 1364757 and Bug 1469796. The two bugs were reported at different time and from different reporters, and the summaries of them are similar. Similar bug reports may map to a similar defect pattern. We can use the information retrieval technique to search similar bug reports to help localize version-related bugs.
Information retrieval methods have been leveraged to provide support for bug localization [6] - [9] . The main process of information retrieval technology is to extract information in the bug report and the source files of the software system, including the fields in the bug report and the identifiers in the source file. Then, these extracted information is preprocessed. The preprocessing process consists of three steps: text normalization, stopword removal, and stemming. These steps are described as follows.
Text Normalization: this step includes the removal of special symbols and punctuation marks, tokenization (including extraction of words from bug reports or identifiers from source code) and identifier splitting. When dealing with the identifier, the identifier is split into smaller words following the Camel casing splitting [10] . For example, the identifier ''VersionTracker'' is split to ''Version'', ''Tracker''.
Stopword removal: there are many invalid words in the extracted information, such as ''a'' and ''to''. These stopwords have little meaning in distinguishing one document with another.
Stemming: this step finds the original form of the word [11] , for example, the word ''going'' and ''goes'' are reduced to the original form ''go''.
Next, bug localization can be performed based on information retrieval, such as search with term frequency (TF) and inverse document frequency (IDF). Term frequency (TF) indicates the number of a term that appears in a given file, and inverse document frequency (IDF) indicates the reciprocal of the document frequency that indicates the number of documents where a given term appears. Bug reports and source files are represented as vector values by TF and IDF. Finally, the similarity value between bug report and source file is calculated [12] . Figure 2 presents the overall framework of our method. We first analyze the bug repository, and extract versionrelated bugs and corresponding defect patterns. We build the extracted bugs into a version-related bug repository to perform a historical search for new version-related bug reports. The repository contains fields of bug Id, summary, description, comments, product, and defect patterns. We have three components. In Component 1, we calculate similarity values between the new bug report and the bug reports in the repository based on the Vector Space Model (VSM) [1] . We extract the defect patterns of similar bug whose similarity is high. These extracted defect patterns will be used in Component 3. In Component 2, we analyze similarity values between the new bug report and source code which is matched by keywords. In Component 3, we judge whether the source code satisfies the defect patterns. If it satisfies successfully, we set weights to the high similarity value from Component 1 and the similarity value between source code and the new bug report. Otherwise, we only set weights to the similarity between source code and the new bug report.
III. APPROACH A. OVERALL FRAMEWORK

B. BUILD VERSION-RELATED BUG REPOSITORY
We first use the word ''version'' as a query in the Bugzilla, and extract 1531 version-related bugs, including bug id, summary, description, comment. Based on the natural language processing tool word2vec, we use the 1531 version-related bugs to calculate the relevant words of ''version'' and extract the first 100 in the list. Some redundant words are filtered out, including duplicate words (words in singular and plural form, eg., version and versions), ending words in ''ing'' form (eg., versioning), stop words (eg., of, a), and so on. After filtering, there are 67 words which are related to ''version'' as a thesaurus. Figure 3 shows the 67 relevant words.
Next, we use the relevant words of ''version'' to identify version-related bugs in Buzilla and extract these bugs into a version-related bug repository. In this part, we first preprocess the summary, descriptions, comments by text normalization, stopword removal, and stemming. Then, we use Formula (1) to calculate the text similarity values between bug report and relevant words, which is calculated as follows:
|word v | represents the number of words in a bug report after the bug report is preprocessed; |word v ∩ word l | represents the number of words that are common in the bug report and the relevant words; and S represents the similarity value of the information between the bug report and the relevant words. When S is greater than a defined value, the bug is regarded as a version-related bug.
C. ANALYZING SIMILAR BUG REPORTS
Given a new version-related bug report as a query, we calculate the similarity values between the new bug report and the bug reports in the repository. According to the similarity values, we find the defect patterns of similar bugs. We first treat the bug reports as text documents. Then, bug reports are represented by their own terms after preprocessing.
Assuming that one bug report is represented as vector w, the other bug report as vector s, terms in one bug report as x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , · · · ,x p , terms in the other bug report as y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , · · · ,y m , p and m the number of terms, the formulas to represent these two bug reports are as follows: 
In Formulas (2) and (3), tf indicates the number of terms that appear in the bug report; idf shows the number of documents where the terms appear and measures the weight of terms. The formulas for tf and idf are as follows:
In Formula (4), t represents a term; d indicates a document (a bug report); |t ∈ d| shows the number that the term t appears in the document. N=|D| shows the number of all documents; |d ∈ D : t ∈ d| + 1 shows the number of documents where the term t appears. Next, we use the cosine similarity function to calculate the similarity values between the new bug report and existing bug reports with Formula (5).
Sim( w, s)
With this formula, defect patterns of similar bug whose similarity is high are extracted and the high similarity value is represented by Sim h
D. ANALYZING SIMILARITY VALUES BETWEEN NEW BUG REPORT AND SOURCE CODE
The terms used for search include preprocessed new bug report and ''version'', ''config'', ''depend'', an expression of the version number. For example, Table 2 shows the report of bug 1157302, which includes summary and description. In bug 1157302, keywords include ''version'', ''config'', ''sring'', ''Strict'', an expression of the version number and so on. Then, we retrieve the code in the source files based on these keywords. Next, we use the cosine similarity function to calculate the similarity values between the source code and the new bug report, and the similarity value is represented by Sim m .
E. ANALYZING THE SOURCE CODE AND DEFECT PATTERNS
As described in section II, there are four patterns. For each matched source code, we judge whether it satisfies any of the four patterns by text retrieval. If a code satisfies successfully, we set parameters α, β for Sim h and Sim m , respectively. The range of α is 0 to 1, β = 1 − α. For example, the part of matched source code in file versioninfo.py for the bug 1157302 is shown in Table 3 .
In Table 3 , the source code ''List mozbase package dependencies or generate changelogs'' in Line 7 and the source code ''p_deps=subcommands.add_parser ('dependencies', help=''Print dependencies.'')'' in Line 101 satisfy the pattern that modifies the code with ''depend''. The code ''minus_version=StrictVersion()'' in Line 45 satisfies the pattern that modifies the code with ''version''. These source code also satisfies the pattern that modifies the code with ''version'' in Lines 12, 44, 46, 50, 60. When calculating the similarity values between these source code and the new bug report, we set parameters α, β for Sim h and Sim m , and the final similarity Sim t is expressed as α × Sim h + β × Sim m .
If the source code fails to satisfy, we just set β to Sim m when we calculate the final similarity values between these source code and the new bug report, and the final similarity Sim t is expressed as β × Sim m . In order to explain the calculation process of Sim t easily, we use Formula (6) to present Sim t as follows:
With Formula (6), we calculate the text similarity value between each matched source code and a new bug report. Then, we integrate these similarity values and rank suspicious source code. With the change of α, the ranking of each code will also change. We adjust the value of α to optimize the ranked results. According to the ranked source code, we also retrieve the files where the source code is located.
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The data in our experiment is extracted from the Bugzilla platform. To identify version-related bugs, we manually retrieved 100 version-related bugs and 100 non-version bugs (including bug id, summary, description, comments) in the Bugzilla, and used Formula (7), where N represents the total number of bugs, to measure the accuracy of our identification method with 100 bugs (50 version-related bugs and 50 nonversion bugs) and 200 bugs (100 version-related bugs and 100 non-version bugs), respectively. The results are shown in Table 4 .
Number of version-related bugs
+ Number of non-version bugs) (7) In Table 4 , the first column (S) measures the degree of similarity value between version-related bug reports or nonversion bug reports that are preprocessed. We set the value of S from 0.04 to 0.09 to find the optimal identification for version issues. When S varies from 0.04 to 0.06, the value of identification accuracy increases respectively to 71%, 72%, 73% when N is 100 and 71.5%, 72.5%, 73.5% when N is 200. It is obvious that as N increases, the value of identification accuracy increases with S. When S changes from 0.06 to 0.09, the value of identification accuracy decreases respectively to 69%, 57%, 56% when N is 100 and 67%, 60%, 59.5% when N is 200.
In summary, the optimal value of S for the bug identification about version issues is 0.06. Based on this optimal value, we can correctly analyze that identification accuracy for version-related bugs in our approach. According to this identification method, we have found 160 fixed versionrelated bugs which are from the Bugzilla to form a versionrelated bug repository and these bugs belong to 52 products.
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
We evaluated our approach on 50 version-related bugs from Bugzilla. Since it is difficult to find the corresponding source code for the version-related bugs, we can find 50 versionrelated bug as much as we can. In our study, we experimented with these 50 version-related bugs. As a comparison, we performed experiments on matched source code by keywords and historical similarity bugs, and AmaLgam+ [6] , respectively. We used the ranking of the similarity of the error code in all candidate code and Top-N Rank as two evaluation metrics. The ranking of the similarity of the error code measures the ranking of error code in all matched source code. For example, 100 lines of matched code are ranked for a new bug report, and the ranking of error code are 5th and 8th if there are two error code. The smaller the value of this metric, the better the performance of our method. Top-N Rank is commonly used to measure the performance of bug localization methods [7] , [9] . In our work, Top-N Rank calculates the number of bugs where one of error code is found and ranked in the top-N (N = 5, 10) of returned results. Given a bug report, if at least one of error code is in the top-N results, we consider that the bug is successfully localized. The larger the value of the metric, the higher the accuracy is.
In the comparison experiment where bug localization is based on matched source code (we call MSC), we analyze the similarity value between these code and the new bug report. In the experiment where bug localization is based on historical similarity bugs (we call HSB), we first calculated similarity value between new bug report and historical bug reports [41] . Then, we calculate similarity values between the new bug report and these code and rank similarity values. AmaLgam+, a method for localizing relevant buggy files that puts together fives sources of information, namely, version history, similar reports, structure, stack traces, and reporter information. In the experiment of AmaLgam+, due to little stack trace information included in the version-related bug report, we analyzed the other four types of information: version history, similar reports, structure, and reporter information. We used the same metrics to evaluate these three comparative techniques.
C. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Our study aims to answer the following research questions:
RQ1: Does the proposed approach outperform other IR-based methods at code level?
RQ2: Does the proposed approach outperform other IR-based methods at file level?
RQ3: Which weight is relatively good for the performance of our approach?
To answer RQ1, we applied our approach and the comparative techniques on 50 version-related bugs from Bugzilla and evaluated the returned results.
To answer RQ2, we return the code at the source file level of the software system to obtain the file name where the code is located. We compare our approach with other techniques at the file level.
To answer RQ3, as shown in Formula (6), we set weight α from 0 to 1, and perform the experiment of our approach for different α values to find the optimal weight value for the performance of our method. Table 5 shows the evaluation results of our approach and the other two comparison techniques (MSC and HSB) on the ranking of the similarity of the error code. In Table 5 , if a bug has multiple suspicious locations in the code, there will be multiple rows of data. For example, bug 504791 has two suspicious locations, it has two rows of data. We can see that our approach and MSC can locate successfully the version issues except bug 1353759, while HSB fails to locate the real error code. Analyzing the ranking results, we can see that, on the whole, our approach that increases the ranking of the similarity of the error code works better than MSC and can localize errors in multiple locations. For example, the ranking of the similarity of the error code for bug 684406 are 106th and 252th in MSC, while for our approach, the ranking of real locations is improved. In summary, our approach outperforms other IR-based techniques at the source-code level.
D. RESULTS
RQ1:
RQ2: Table 6 shows the evaluation results of our approach and Amalgam+ on file-level bug localization (we consider only the top 10 files). We find that our approach can locate correct files for 30 bugs in total 50 version-related bugs, but Amalgam+ can only identify correct files for 11 bugs. In summary, our approach outperforms Amalgam+ for version-issue localization at file level.
RQ3: Table 7 shows the top-N values of our approach under various weights. In our study, we set N to 5 and 10, respectively. We see from the results that with the increasing 0.7, 0.8 or 0.9, the results for Top-5 and Top-10 values are 54% and 60%, respectively. Because Top-N values are the same when α is 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, we set 0.7 as the optimal weight for α.
V. THREATS TO VALIDITY
In our study, we have two data sets: one for creating versionrelated bug repository, and the other for testing experiments. The version-related bug repository contains 52 products and the test set contains 16 products. When searching for similar historical bugs-we identify bug reports in the version-related bug repository that are similar to new bug reports, we may not find a similar bug. In order to solve this problem, we put the current new bug report into the repository to extend it. This is different from practical scenario.
Another threat comes to the universality of our experimental results. We experimented with only bug reports from one project in the Bugzilla. So the results may not be generalized to other projects.
A third threat to validity is that we choose the cosine function to calculate the text similarity value. There may be other possible algorithms that are more accurate than this algorithm. In the future, we plan to integrate more accurate algorithms.
The final threat comes from the used two metrics: the highest ranking of the similarity of the error code and Top-N Rank. Other metrics may produce different empirical results. But the two metrics are well-known and widely used to evaluate previous bug localization methods [8] , [12] , [15] - [18] .
VI. RELATED WORK
IR-based bug localization is widely used to localize bugs. The available information including bug reports, source code, history records are often combined to improve the accuracy of the suspicious ranking results in IR-based bug localization methods. Sun et al. [43] proposed an adaptive ranking approach, which leverages project knowledge through functional decomposition of source code, API descriptions of library components, the bug-fixing history [44] , the code change history, and the file dependency graph, to compute a weighted combination of an array of features for the ranking of source files [19] . Khatiwada et al. [3] propose a new paradigm of information-theoretic IR methods that exploited shallow semantic attributes of the textual content of software artifacts. Their proposed methods, including Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) and Normalized Google Distance (NGD), exploited the contextual cues of terms in a software system, embedded in their co-occurrence patterns, to estimate textual semantic similarity between source code artifacts and bug reports. Wen et al. [21] proposed Locus, which uses software changes, and offers finer granularity than files to provide important contextual clues for bugfixing. Ren et al. proposed RepLoc, an automated framework, to localize the problematic files for unreproducible builds. It utilizes the information extracted from the build logs, and a heuristic rule-based filtering component to automatically produce a ranked list of files [22] . Zhou et al. [23] leveraged the part-of-speech features of bug reports and the invocation relationship among source files to locate bugs. Sisman et al. [24] took Markov Random Field (MRF) that is based on retrieval framework into account for improving the retrieval quality of the most relevant source files. Davies et al. [25] proposed a technique to combine information from multiple, novel sources of information about a project and a bug, and used this to recommend bug locations to developers. Different from the above bug localization methods, we leverage version-related defect patterns to achieve better performance on versionrelated bugs.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a new approach to localize versionrelated bugs. We leverage version-related defect patterns to localize version-related bugs based on the information retrieval technology. We extract the defect patterns of similar bugs, and combine defect patterns and source code to rank suspicious code. The empirical results show that our approach outperforms existing IR-based approaches.
In the future, we plan to evaluate our approach on more version-related bugs from more projects to improve the generality. In addition, we plan to add more features to further improve our approach for version-related bugs. 
